
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone

Author: J.K. Rowling

Turning the envelope over, his hand trembling, Harry saw a purple wax seal bearing a coat of arms; a lion, an eagle, a badger and a snake surrounding a large

letter 'H'.

Harry Potter has never even heard of Hogwarts when the letters start dropping on the doormat at number four, Privet Drive. Addressed in green ink on yellowish

parchment with a purple seal, they are swiftly confiscated by his grisly aunt and uncle. Then, on Harry's eleventh birthday, a great beetle-eyed giant of a man

called Rubeus Hagrid bursts in with some astonishing news: Harry Potter is a wizard, and he has a place at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. An

incredible adventure is about to begin!

Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope,

belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.

Zodiac Academy: The Awakening

Author: Caroline Peckham

I’m a Gemini. Impulsive. Curious. Headstrong. A twin. Heir to a throne I know nothing about. And it turns out, I’m Fae.

 

But of course there’s a catch - all I have to do to claim my birth right is prove that I’m the most powerful supernatural in the whole of Solaria. And sure, technically

that’s true as I’m the daughter of the Savage King. But the bit they didn’t put in the brochure was that every single Fae in this Kingdom would claim my throne if

they could.

 

The school they’ve sent me to is both dangerous as sh*t and one helluva party. Vampires bite weaker students in the corridors, the Werewolf pack has orgies in

the Wailing Wood at every full moon and don’t even get me started on the dark and twisted ways the Sirens use their powers on people’s emotions, or how my

sinfully tempting Cardinal Magic teacher hosts detentions that leave people needing therapy.

 

Classes are totally interesting if you manage to live through them. And that Gemini star sign I mentioned? It now determines my elemental magic and affects my

destiny, so learning astrology is essential if I’m going to beat down my classmates – which is actively encouraged by the way.

 

My biggest problem is the drool worthy Dragon shifter who has his eyes on my throne. He and his three psycho friends are determined to make my time here hell.

 

All I’ve got to do is survive. But fate might have other ideas.

 

Dammit, why couldn’t I have gotten a letter to Hogwarts?

 

***This is a dark, bully romance – don’t go expecting a sweet school for magic with friends around every corner. Fae fight for everything they own and Zodiac

Academy is a cutthroat school for students aged 18+ where only the strongest prevail. There’s no Dumbledore here to save anyone’s ass and Lionel Acrux will

give Voldemort a run for his money in the evil dictator category. So hold onto your stardust (broomsticks not required) and get ready for a bumpy ride***

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets

Author: J.K. Rowling

'There is a plot, Harry Potter. A plot to make most terrible things happen at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry this year.' 

 

Harry Potter's summer has included the worst birthday ever, doomy warnings from a house-elf called Dobby, and rescue from the Dursleys by his friend Ron



Weasley in a magical flying car! Back at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry for his second year, Harry hears strange whispers echo through empty

corridors - and then the attacks start. Students are found as though turned to stone... Dobby's sinister predictions seem to be coming true. 

 

 

Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope,

belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.

Sunshine

Author: Robin McKinley

A small-town baker uses her magic to confront a post–vampire apocalypse world in this award-winning fantasy Neil Gaiman called “pretty much

perfect.”

Although it had been mostly deserted since the Voodoo Wars, there hadn’t been any trouble out at the lake for years. Rae Seddon, nicknamed Sunshine, head

baker at her family’s busy and popular café in downtown New Arcadia, needed a place to get away from all the noise and confusion—of the clientele and her

family. Just for a few hours. Just to be able to hear herself think.

She knew about the Others, of course. Everyone did. And several of her family’s best regular customers were from SOF—Special Other Forces—which had been

created to deal with the threat and the danger of the Others.

She drove out to her family’s old lakeside cabin and sat on the porch, swinging her feet and enjoying the silence and the silver moonlight on the water.

She never heard them coming. Of course, you don’t when they’re vampires.

Fans of Buffy the Vampire Slayer and Sookie Stackhouse will cheer for this tough and quirky heroine. In Sunshine, which won the Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for

Adult Literature, McKinley has a vampire novel that is “a smart, funny tale of suspense and romance” (San Francisco Chronicle).

Frenetic (Arcane Mage Series Book 4)

Author: T.S. Snow

Being a Magical Engineer is easy.

You know what’s not easy?

Trying to help stop a coup against one of the Arcane families.

Or fighting against a bloodthirsty rebellion.

As if that wasn’t bad enough, I’m kind of juggling five men who are too good looking for their own good,

And who hate each other.

The only thing they have in common?

They want me.

Bast might be okay with the harem life,

But what about the rest of them?

Can I make this work,

Or am I going to just fall flat on my face causing an even bigger mess?

Yeah, welcome to my crazyville.

At least I have my magic back.

Now I just need to hold on to the family I've created for myself

And find the strength to deal with this Frenetic life.

No pressure, right?

Author note: Frenetic is book four of the Arcane Mage series. This book is a reverse harem romance intended for adult audiences. It contains adult language, lots

of cursing, and sexual themes that are not suitable for anyone under the age of eighteen. No opossums were hurt in the makings of this book, but please read

with caution because excessive heat levels might be in the near future.

Zodiac Academy 2: Ruthless Fae: An Academy Bully Romance

Author: Caroline Peckham



They tried to break us.

They almost did.

But we're not going anywhere.

  

The Celestial Heirs think the stars are on their side. But they don't know what's coming. We have to be smart. Fighting them one on one isn't an option so we

have to be stealthy. Remaining under the radar won't be easy, but if we pull it off, they'll never suspect our involvement when their lives start falling apart.

  

Besides, they've already taken us to the brink of hell, what more can they really do?

  

**THIS IS NOT REVERSE HAREM**

  

This is a paranormal academy bully romance and forbidden teacher romance. Suitable for Upper YA/NA readers who are fans of Shunned, Cruel Magic and

Supernatural Academy.

 

Start with book 1 here >>> https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07SV21LFY

Wandering Star (Cricket Kendall Book 3)

Author: Willow Hadley

Cricket Kendall has learned a lot about herself in the month leading up to her long-awaited eighteenth birthday. Not only is she more powerful than she ever

imagined she’d be, she’s also discovered she’s an alpha and most likely soulmates with three hot-ass werewolves.

And now, her birthday is finally here. The day she’ll reach the full potential of her magical power as a witch, and the day she’ll finally see a mate mark on her wrist

that proves she belongs with Theo, Hollis, and Cas. Everything should be perfect.

Things don’t go quite as planned, however.

Everyone seems to have been keeping secrets, one of her relationships is crumbling, and Cricket learns even more about herself than she bargained for. Cricket

needs her guys by her side to support her. Whether they’re soulmates or not, Theo, Hollis, and Cas are her best friends first.

At least, she hopes they are.

House of Earth and Blood (Crescent City Book 1)

Author: Sarah J. Maas

A #1 New York Times bestseller! 

 

Sarah J. Maas's brand-new CRESCENT CITY series begins with House of Earth and Blood: the story of half-Fae and half-human Bryce Quinlan as she 

seeks revenge in a contemporary fantasy world of magic, danger, and searing romance. 

 

Bryce Quinlan had the perfect life-working hard all day and partying all night-until a demon murdered her closest friends, leaving her bereft, wounded, and alone. 

When the accused is behind bars but the crimes start up again, Bryce finds herself at the heart of the investigation. She'll do whatever it takes to avenge their 

deaths. 

 

Hunt Athalar is a notorious Fallen angel, now enslaved to the Archangels he once attempted to overthrow. His brutal skills and incredible strength have been set 

to one purpose-to assassinate his boss's enemies, no questions asked. But with a demon wreaking havoc in the city, he's offered an irresistible deal: help Bryce 

find the murderer, and his freedom will be within reach. 

 

As Bryce and Hunt dig deep into Crescent City's underbelly, they discover a dark power that threatens everything and everyone they hold dear, and they find, in 

each other, a blazing passion-one that could set them both free, if they'd only let it.



 

With unforgettable characters, sizzling romance, and page-turning suspense, this richly inventive new fantasy series by #1 New York Times bestselling author

Sarah J. Maas delves into the heartache of loss, the price of freedom-and the power of love.

Midlife Zombie Hunter (The Forty Proof Series Book 5)

Author: Shannon Mayer

Good rule of thumb: Don't pick a fight with Bree O'Rylee. She might be over forty and run with a limp, but that doesn't mean she won't track you down

and drive the tip of her boot right up your . . .

Bree was hoping for a few days off from dealing with monsters, bad guys, or general weirdness that doesn’t fit into a human box of what is supposed to be real.

What she got was a stay in the hospital with an undead roommate and a whole new set of problems that keep rising from the grave.

But her love life is at least on track. Until it’s not. And when it goes sideways, it jumps straight into the drink and sinks to the bottom.

Now, Bree has to put her heart on the back burner as she is offered a major job hunting down the very person causing all the undead to rise. And she has two

days to do it before the whole town turns into a scene from the Walking Dead.

Time to pull up your big girl panties and swig a little whiskey. Things are about to get interesting.

Wolf Queen (Shadow Guild: Wolf Queen Book 5)

Author: Linsey Hall

I'm a hero. And I'm locked in a cell. Fantastic.

A week ago, it took everything I had to save the werewolves from the Dark Moon curse, but I did it. Unfortunately, it left me with a nasty case of the curse myself.

To make matters worse, I'm the most powerful werewolf who ever lived. And I'm apparently a goddess. As a result, I’m stuck in a cell because I’m a danger to

everyone around me.

Even though I don't want to be locked up, I know it’s the best thing for everyone. If I were to get out and succumb to the curse, I would destroy us all. The only

way to save myself is to find a cure and defeat the Maker, something that has proved impossible so far.

My fated mate Lachlan is determined to help me, but we're still haunted by our own curse. According to our most powerful seer, if I fall for him, I’m dead. So yeah,

let's just say things are complicated.

The final book in the bestselling Wolf Queen series by Linsey Hall.

Zodiac Academy 3: The Reckoning: An Academy Bully Romance

Author: Caroline Peckham

The answer to your question will be revealed on the Lunar Eclipse.

But when finding the truth, don't let the shadows take you.

 

The week of The Reckoning has begun. And senior students have been tasked with making the freshmen's lives pure hell as they prepare to take their fateful

assessment.

 

With the Lunar Eclipse on the horizon, Tory and Darcy have more to worry about than just passing their exams. A dark plot is unfolding and the shadows are

drawing closer...



Dive in to book 3 of the Supernatural Bullies and Beasts series now!

A Court of Thorns and Roses

Author: Sarah J. Maas

The sexy, action-packed first book in the #1 New York Times bestselling Court of Thorns and Roses series from Sarah J. Maas.

When nineteen-year-old huntress Feyre kills a wolf in the woods, a terrifying creature arrives to demand retribution. Dragged to a treacherous magical land she

knows about only from legends, Feyre discovers that her captor is not truly a beast, but one of the lethal, immortal faeries who once ruled her world.

At least, he's not a beast all the time.

As she adapts to her new home, her feelings for the faerie, Tamlin, transform from icy hostility into a fiery passion that burns through every lie she's been told

about the beautiful, dangerous world of the Fae. But something is not right in the faerie lands. An ancient, wicked shadow is growing, and Feyre must find a way

to stop it, or doom Tamlin-and his world-forever.

From bestselling author Sarah J. Maas comes a seductive, breathtaking book that blends romance, adventure, and faerie lore into an unforgettable read.

Darkest Moon (Shadow Guild: Wolf Queen Book 1)

Author: Linsey Hall

I’m supposed to be the Alpha's mate. Screw that.

Since I was born, I was destined to be one thing—the Alpha’s Mate. It should be every girl’s dream. Not mine, though. He’s too dark and damaged, and I’ve got a

secret he can never know: I’m not a true wolf.

Instead of waiting for him to figure out I’m an abomination, I left on my fifteenth birthday. But I didn’t go far. No way in hell would I let fate drive me from the town I

love.

Ten years later, I’m still hiding in plain sight. When I occasionally see him on the street—deadly, sexy, powerful--I just walk by. Keep my head down.

Until that night. Wrong place, wrong time, and suddenly I’m accused of murdering someone from my old pack. And he’s there. Blaming me. I’ve got one chance to

prove my innocence and find the real killer, or I'm dead by shifter law.

Fortunately, the Alpha doesn't recognize me because I'm no longer the same ugly duckling. He senses I'm special though, and he won’t stop until he figures out

the truth. But when he does, I’ll be in danger from more than just the murderer.

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire

Author: J.K. Rowling

'There will be three tasks, spaced throughout the school year, and they will test the champions in many different ways ... their magical prowess - their daring -

their powers of deduction - and, of course, their ability to cope with danger.'

The Triwizard Tournament is to be held at Hogwarts. Only wizards who are over seventeen are allowed to enter - but that doesn't stop Harry dreaming that he will

win the competition. Then at Hallowe'en, when the Goblet of Fire makes its selection, Harry is amazed to find his name is one of those that the magical cup picks

out. He will face death-defying tasks, dragons and Dark wizards, but with the help of his best friends, Ron and Hermione, he might just make it through - alive!

Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope,

belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban

Author: J.K. Rowling

'Welcome to the Knight Bus, emergency transport for the stranded witch or wizard. Just stick out your wand hand, step on board and we can take you anywhere 

you want to go.' 



When the Knight Bus crashes through the darkness and screeches to a halt in front of him, it's the start of another far from ordinary year at Hogwarts for Harry

Potter. Sirius Black, escaped mass-murderer and follower of Lord Voldemort, is on the run - and they say he is coming after Harry. In his first ever Divination

class, Professor Trelawney sees an omen of death in Harry's tea leaves... But perhaps most terrifying of all are the Dementors patrolling the school grounds, with

their soul-sucking kiss... 

 

 

Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope,

belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.

Zodiac Academy 4: Shadow Princess: An Academy Bully Romance

Author: Caroline Peckham

The shadows are in my blood.

I can feel them crawling through me, slithering under my skin and taking me hostage.

But the darkness within me, isn't nearly as bad as the darkness that lives around me.

The four heirs will stop at nothing to destroy the lives of me and my sister. 

But they haven't figured out yet, we're the strongest creatures they've ever known...

This is the fourth book in the Supernatural Bullies and Beasts series.

Start the series now with Zodiac Academy: The Awakening

Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix

Author: J.K. Rowling

'You are sharing the Dark Lord's thoughts and emotions. The Headmaster thinks it inadvisable for this to continue. He wishes me to teach you how to close your

mind to the Dark Lord.'

Dark times have come to Hogwarts. After the Dementors' attack on his cousin Dudley, Harry Potter knows that Voldemort will stop at nothing to find him. There

are many who deny the Dark Lord's return, but Harry is not alone: a secret order gathers at Grimmauld Place to fight against the Dark forces. Harry must allow

Professor Snape to teach him how to protect himself from Voldemort's savage assaults on his mind. But they are growing stronger by the day and Harry is

running out of time ...

Wild Hunt (Shadow Guild: Wolf Queen Book 2)

Author: Linsey Hall

My secret is out, and the Alpha knows what I am.

Despite ten years of secrecy, Lachlan has realized that I’m his mate. He is not pleased that I’ve been hiding from him. And the fact that I escaped from his cell?

Yeah, he hates that too. It’s hardly my worst problem, though.

There’s a killer after me. Multiple killers, if our source is to be believed. As much as I want to run a hundred miles from Lachlan to avoid the mate bond, it’s too

dangerous. I need his help to find the people who are after me, and there’s no way he’d let me go, anyway.

As much as I hate it, we’re going to have to team up to stop a madman. The hunt forces us together, and despite our best efforts to resist each other, it becomes

harder every day. It's going to take everything I have not to fall to temptation, but I must--especially if I want to survive.

A Court of Mist and Fury (A Court of Thorns and Roses Book 2)

Author: Sarah J. Maas



The seductive and stunning #1 New York Times bestselling sequel to Sarah J. Maas's spellbinding A Court of Thorns and Roses.

Feyre has undergone more trials than one human woman can carry in her heart. Though she's now been granted the powers and lifespan of the High Fae, she is

haunted by her time Under the Mountain and the terrible deeds she performed to save the lives of Tamlin and his people.

As her marriage to Tamlin approaches, Feyre's hollowness and nightmares consume her. She finds herself split into two different people: one who upholds her

bargain with Rhysand, High Lord of the feared Night Court, and one who lives out her life in the Spring Court with Tamlin. While Feyre navigates a dark web of

politics, passion, and dazzling power, a greater evil looms. She might just be the key to stopping it, but only if she can harness her harrowing gifts, heal her

fractured soul, and decide how she wishes to shape her future-and the future of a world in turmoil.

Bestselling author Sarah J. Maas's masterful storytelling brings this second book in her dazzling, sexy, action-packed series to new heights.

Hope Awakened (The Feral Book 4)

Author: Charlene Hartnady

The final book in this exciting series by USA Today bestselling author Charlene Hartnady

The Feral. Self-appointed rulers of all. Strong. Majestic. The most badass of all the species, and yet, the most vulnerable.

All of his Feral brothers are falling over themselves to meet human women. They want to mate and procreate as a matter of urgency. Not him! There are more

important things for Reece to worry about right now. Like keeping the queen safe from harm. She’s heavy with clutch. The chicks are to be born soon. The future

of his people is at stake. The Fallen are circling like vultures. Word is that Ekon plans on stealing the young as soon as they are hatched. He wants to take back

the throne. Reece’s focus must remain on keeping the royals safe at all costs. Even if this is to the detriment of his own happiness.

Hope loves her job as an Ob-Gyn. She’s considered to be one of the best in her field. Years of hard work and dedication have paid off. There’s nothing better to

her than delivering babies for a living. It’s heart-breaking that she’ll never have children of her own. It’s all she’s ever wanted. Recently divorced, her heart is in

tatters. Her dreams seem impossible. Sad and depressed, she jumps at the chance to travel to an exotic destination, a place she never knew existed. They have

an honest-to-god royal family, and they’re not human. It’s an exciting new start for her. Perhaps an opportunity to allow her heart to heal. The head of the royal

guard takes his job so seriously that he keeps getting in her way. He’s brooding and, when all is said and done, very rude and obnoxious. Hope shouldn’t find him

as appealing as she does. Not when men are off-limits to her, especially after what her ex pulled. Thing is, Reece isn’t a man…he’s a Feral. He’s sexy, larger

than life, and not in the least bit interested, which suits her just fine.

No cheating. Contains hot, alpha males and therefore strong sexual themes/language

Zodiac Academy 5: Cursed Fates: An Academy Bully Romance

Author: Caroline Peckham

After the devastating events at Zodiac Academy, we have to deal with this darker world we're faced with.

Lionel seeks to hurt us, the Nymphs seek to hurt the entire Fae race, and between all of it, we just have to try and survive each day as it comes.

I'm afraid of everything falling apart, but it looks like it already has.

Rising Moon (Shadow Guild: Wolf Queen Book 4)

Author: Linsey Hall

The Dark Moon curse has struck

For centuries, my kind was thought to be extinct. It turns out that we aren’t, but I'm the only one left. I was chosen for reasons that I don't understand, and it’s up

to me to save the werewolves when the Dark Moon curse strikes.

To make matters worse—or maybe better—my fated mate Lachlan has been hexed to forget me. Suddenly, I’m a stranger to him, but it could be a gift, because

as soon as we fall for each other, I’m fated to die. In order to save the packs, I’m going to need Lachlan's help. We should be resisting each other—and it should

be easier because he has no memory of me—but the attraction between us is irresistible. But no matter what, I can't allow myself to fall for the alpha werewolf

who is my mate.

Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince

Author: J.K. Rowling

There it was, hanging in the sky above the school: the blazing green skull with a serpent tongue, the mark Death Eaters left behind whenever they had entered a 

building... wherever they had murdered...



 

When Dumbledore arrives at Privet Drive one summer night to collect Harry Potter, his wand hand is blackened and shrivelled, but he does not reveal why.

Secrets and suspicion are spreading through the wizarding world, and Hogwarts itself is not safe. Harry is convinced that Malfoy bears the Dark Mark: there is a

Death Eater amongst them. Harry will need powerful magic and true friends as he explores Voldemort's darkest secrets, and Dumbledore prepares him to face

his destiny... 

 

 

Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope,

belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows

Author: J.K. Rowling

'Give me Harry Potter,' said Voldemort's voice, 'and none shall be harmed. Give me Harry Potter, and I shall leave the school untouched. Give me Harry Potter,

and you will be rewarded.'

As he climbs into the sidecar of Hagrid's motorbike and takes to the skies, leaving Privet Drive for the last time, Harry Potter knows that Lord Voldemort and the

Death Eaters are not far behind. The protective charm that has kept Harry safe until now is broken, but he cannot keep hiding. The Dark Lord is breathing fear

into everything Harry loves and to stop him Harry will have to find and destroy the remaining Horcruxes. The final battle must begin - Harry must stand and face

his enemy...

Having now become classics of our time, the Harry Potter ebooks never fail to bring comfort and escapism to readers of all ages. With its message of hope,

belonging and the enduring power of truth and love, the story of the Boy Who Lived continues to delight generations of new readers.

Rejected (Shadow Beast Shifters Book 1)

Author: Jaymin Eve

#1 in the entire Kindle Store.

A new paranormal romance from Wall Street Journal and USA Today bestseller Jaymin Eve.

My father made a terrible mistake. One I’m left paying for.

As a wolf shifter growing up in a strong pack, I should be living my best life. But after my father tried to kill our leader, I’m labelled an outcast, traitor, less than dirt.

When I can't take pack life any longer, I run, but apparently they don't like losing their punching bag. Torin, the leader’s son, drags me back before my first shift...

a shift that will reveal my true mate. I never could have predicted who mine would be, but the moment my wolf looks upon him, I’m filled with hope for a brighter

future.

Afterall, no one ever rejects their true mate, right?

Wrong. Very wrong.

When the wolves attack, my soul screams for vengeance, and somehow I touch the shadow world.

Somehow I bring him to our lands.

The Shadow Beast. Our shifter god. The devil himself.

Turns out being rejected by my mate was only the beginning.

*If you like sexy, dark paranormal romances, with humor, steam, action, a tough heroine and an antihero, this is for you. Rejected is full length (100k) words, is

book one of three in Shadow Beast Shifters series, and ends on a cliffhanger. It's recommended for 18+ due to language and sexual situations.



A Court of Wings and Ruin (A Court of Thorns and Roses Book 3)

Author: Sarah J. Maas

The epic third novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling Court of Thorns and Roses series by Sarah J. Maas.

Feyre has returned to the Spring Court, determined to gather information on Tamlin's actions and learn what she can about the invading king threatening to bring

her land to its knees. But to do so she must play a deadly game of deceit. One slip could bring doom not only for Feyre, but for everything-and everyone-she

holds dear.

As war bears down upon them all, Feyre endeavors to take her place amongst the High Fae of the land, balancing her struggle to master her powers-both

magical and political-and her love for her court and family. Amidst these struggles, Feyre and Rhysand must decide whom to trust amongst the cunning and lethal

High Lords, and hunt for allies in unexpected places.

In this thrilling third book in the #1 New York Times bestselling series from Sarah J. Maas, the fate of Feyre's world is at stake as armies grapple for power over

the one thing that could destroy it.

Her Dragon Daddy: A Dragon Shifter Romance (Black Claw Dragons Book 1)

Author: Roxie Ray

Mav disappeared before I could ever tell him about the child I carried. I’ve had years to get over him, and I’ve tried. But the second I see him again my heart

lurches and it’s like all that time evaporates. I still burn for him, even though I know it’s a bad idea.

I try to remind myself about the bad things: his possessiveness, his quick temper...but he’s different now. More mature.

Protective. Settled. And hiding something.

Something bigger than the child we share.

Never His Mate: a Rejected Mates Shifter Romance (Claws and Fangs Book 1)

Author: Sarah Spade

After my mate rejected me, I wanted to kill him. Instead, I ran away—which nearly killed me...

A year ago, everything was different. I had just left my home, joining the infamous Mountainside Pack. The daughter of an omega wolf, I've always been

prized—but not as prized as I would be if my new packmates found out my secret.

But when my fated mate—Mountainside's Alpha—rejected me in front of his whole pack council and my secret got out, I realized I had one choice. Going lone

wolf was the only option I had, and I took it.

Now I live in Muncie, hiding in plain sight. If the wolves ever left the mountains surrounding the city, I'd be in big trouble. Good thing that the truce between the

vampires and my people is shaky at best and Muncie? It's total vamp territory. Thanks to my new vamp roomie, I get a pass, and I try to forget all about the call of

the wolf. It's tough, though. I... I just can't forget my embarrassment—and my anger—from that night.

And then he shows up and my chance at forgetting flies out the damn window.

Ryker Wolfson. He was supposed to be my fated mate, but he chose his pack over our bond. At least, he did—but now that he knows what I've been hiding, he

wants me back.

But doesn't he remember?

I told him I'll never be his mate, and there isn't a single thing he can do to change my mind.

To Ryker, that sounds like a challenge. And if there's one thing I know about wolf shifters, it's that they can never resist a challenge.

Just like I'm finding it more difficult than I should to resist him.

**

Never His Mate is a new release (68,000+ words) featuring Gemma Swann, a wolf shifter who is hiding a damning secret. When her fated mate rejects her for

another female, her anger and her embarrassment lead to that secret getting out. Since staying behind on the mountains is just not an option and going back to

her home pack is impossible, Gem decides she has one choice: risk death by fang in Muncie, the vamp town surrounding the mountains.



Luckily for her, she not only manages to survive the local vamps, but she makes friends with one. Things are looking up for her: she has a place with her

roommate, a new job she loves, and the certainty that she'll never have to look at Ryker Wolfson's handsome face ever again.

Until he stalks into Muncie and, suddenly, Gem is confronted by his rejection all over again. So what if he says he had a good reason? If he thinks she's going to

take him back now, he has another think coming.

Because Gem? She'll never be his mate...

Pack of Lies (Shadow Guild: Wolf Queen Book 3)

Author: Linsey Hall

My Alpha mate and I are running out of time

In a world where magic is power, I should consider myself blessed. I'm loaded with the stuff. Except I have no control over my new magic, and no idea what I

really am. All I know is that I’m running out of time before my magic tears me apart.

When a series of thefts reveals clues about my past, I must follow them. Unfortunately, the only way to save myself is to work side by side with Lachlan, the Alpha

werewolf who is also my mate.

The chemistry between us is insane, but if we fall for each other, the Dark Moon curse will steal his sanity. The only problem is—we can’t seem to resist each

other. It seems we're damned if we do and damned if we don't.

Reclaimed (Shadow Beast Shifters Book 2)

Author: Jaymin Eve

#1 in the entire kindle store!

They all made a terrible mistake. One they will pay for.

For the past ten years I’ve been a victim. A victim to my pack. A victim to my true mate, who rejected me in the most brutal of ways. And a victim to Shadow

Beast, who used me for his own gains.

Or did he?

The beast of mystery never reveals his whole hand, but one thing is for sure… in my time with him, I've changed. Now I will no longer walk the path dictated by

the powerful men in my life. Never again will I let my strength be taken from me.

I must evolve or die.

And we all know, with a choice like that, there’s really only one answer.

* Reclaimed is book 2 of 3 in the Shadow Beast Shifters series, and ends on a cliffhanger. If you like sexy, dark paranormal romances, with humor, steam, action,

a tough heroine and an antihero, this is for you.

It's full length (100k) words and is recommended for 18+ due to language and sexual situations.

Zodiac Academy 6: Fated Throne

Author: Caroline Peckham

Fate has torn us apart and sometimes I believe the stars have given up on us altogether. 

 

Without my sister, the world seems darker than ever before and the shadows loom thicker, rising up to answer the call of the Shadow Princess and changing the 

face of Solaria for good. 

 

Now Lionel Acrux has the strength to make a move for the throne, I’m not sure how much time we have left to stop him. 

 

Our only hope is to find the Imperial Star before he does. We made the sacrifice the stars called for and we’re paying the price for that decision so it can’t be for 

nothing. 

 

But with the stars turning against us at every move, and the last light in the world seeming to fade, I’m afraid we’re almost out of time.



 

Hope is a dangerous thing. It’s the key to us fighting on. But it could be what destroys us in the end. 

 

One thing is for certain, I won’t stop until I have been reunited with my other half and together we will fight to take our crowns. 

 

A war is coming. 

 

The throne is calling for a new monarch. 

 

And someone must answer its call. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reborn (Shadow Beast Shifters Book 3)

Author: Jaymin Eve

#1 in the entire kindle store!

The epic conclusion to the Shadow Beast Shifters.

I finally have the life I always dreamed of. So why does it taste like ash on my tongue?

Growing up in Torma, the strongest of the shifter packs, I wanted nothing more than to find my true mate and live my best life. Of course, that dream existed

before my father betrayed the pack and turned me into their punching bag.

I’d all but given up, until a quirk of true mate genetics gifted me a true mate like no other. My childhood dreams were finally a reality. Funny how quickly dreams

turn into nightmares.

I’m being lied to, missing weeks and months of time. Someone messed with me and no matter how often I’m told to forget it and move on as Torin’s mate, there’s

no way I can. Whoever did this to me should have known I’d pick at it until it bled. It’s my nature after all.

As I search out random growls, flutters in my chest, and a suspicion that there’s so much more going on than I could even imagine, I sense that I’m racing against

an unknown clock.

I need to get to the bottom of this mystery.

And when I figure out who stole my memories, they’re going to wish they never messed with Mera Callahan.

Game on.

*If you like sexy, dark paranormal romances, with humor, steam, action, a tough heroine and an antihero, this is for you.

Reborn is full length (115k) words, and is the final in the Shadow Beast Shifters series, and does NOT end on a cliffhanger. It's recommended for 18+ due to

language and sexual situations.

Underworld Bride Trials 1: Playboy King: A Demon Shifter Enemies-to-Lovers Paranormal Romance

Author: Meg Xuemei X

She walks in on me banging another woman.

One sniff in her direction, and I know she's mine.

Scenting its fated mate, my wolf awakens and roars with lust.

But Tessa Morrigan can't be my queen.

She came too late.

I've started the Underworld Bride Trials. All the women must fight to the death until the last one stands by my side.

Born in Fire (Demon Days, Vampire Nights World Book 1)



Author: K.F. Breene

Heart pounding and laugh out loud funny, Wall Street Journal Bestselling author K.F. Breene will take you on a magical joy ride you won’t soon forget.

Supernatural Bounty Hunter isn’t the sort of thing you see on LinkedIn. But with a rare type of magic like mine, I don’t have many options.

So dangerous or not, the job is mine. And it was going fine, until an old as sin vampire stole my mark, and with it, my pay day.

Knowing I’m poor and desperate, he has offered me a job. I’ll have to work by his side to help solve a top secret case.

Everyone knows not to trust vampires. Especially a hot elder vampire. But without any other jobs coming up, I’m stuck. As I uncover a web of lies and treachery,

revealing an enemy I didn’t know existed, the truth of my identity is threatened. I might make it out alive, only to end up in a gilded cage.

"Janet Ivanovich meets vampires. Quirky, funny and a darned good read!" ★★★★★

"A kickass heroine with a sense of humor and an extremely interesting back story - what more could one ask?"★★★★★

-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

If you like Patricia Briggs, Faith Hunter, Laurell K. Hamilton, Shannon Mayer, Kim Harrison, Ilona Andrews, Dannika Dark, and Jennifer Estep you'll feel right at

home with this fun and exciting thrill ride.

Rejected Queen : A Paranormal Shifter Romance (Shattered Destiny of Alexandra Wolf Book 1)

Author: Avery Stone

Top #74 in the entire Kindle Store.

His lips finish devouring yours, leaving you speechless.

Mere seconds ago, you were complete strangers, but now, under the moonlight, he’s everything to you: friend, lover, partner in all things dangerous in these

lands of shadows and deceit.

You trust him.

He looks into your eyes, anticipation building as your lips are centimeters from his. All you need is his answer, the words that will make you his...forever.

He smiles with grace and whispers,

“I reject you.”

Heart shattered, you watch him walk away with his devil’s grin, knowing you’ll be broken for eternity while he moves on to another deemed worthier. Little does he

know that a crown sits heavily on your head, one that gives you power, control, and the opportunity for you to meet him again.

Today you’re spurned and forgotten, but that won’t be the case forever. You’ll rise from the ashes and sit upon the throne he’s desperate to claim.

You won’t be a Rejected Queen forever.

REJECTED QUEEN is a full-length (150,000 word) Paranormal Rejected Mates Romance. Recommended for 18+ due to language and sexual situations.

Out of House and Home (Fred the Vampire Accountant Book 7)

Author: Drew Hayes

With his wedding behind him, Fred is looking forward to nightly life finally settling down. Unfortunately, someone from his past has other, far less peaceful, plans

in mind.

Finding his clan under attack, Fred must scramble to discover who is working against him and how to fight back. Between securing shelter, trading favors, and

keeping up with his accounting business, it won’t be easy to stay out of trouble; let alone uncover the identity of his adversary.

Faced with an enemy who has no interest in diplomacy, Fred and his friends will have to make hard choices if they want to survive. Choices that could forever

change The House of Fred.

Nobody's Ghoul (Ordinary Magic Book 8)



Author: Devon Monk

Police Chief Delaney Reed can handle supernatural disasters. With gods vacationing in her little town of Ordinary, Oregon, and monsters living alongside

humans, she’s had plenty of practice.

But trying to handle something so normal, so average, so very ordinary as planning her own wedding to the man she loves? Delaney is totally out of her depth.

When a car falls out of the sky and lands on the beach, Delaney is more than happy to push guest lists and venue dates out of her mind. The car appears empty,

but someone has slipped into Ordinary with stolen weapons from the gods. Someone who has the ability to look like any god, monster, or human in town.

Someone who might set off a supernatural disaster even Delaney can’t handle.

Mave Fortune: A Rejected Mates Story (Blackstone Academy Book 1)

Author: Elizabeth Dear

When my family left our small, ultra-conservative pack back in Utah to join a giant pack in Northwest Louisiana, I thought I'd be able to coast through my last year

of high school in semi-anonymity, then get the fuck away from wolf pack politics and just live my life for awhile. But the Moon decided to prolong my torture by

placing my fated mate in front of my face on my first day at Blackstone Academy. He's the Alpha's son and king of a school crawling with shifters, and it turns out

he doesn't care to be saddled with a Moon-chosen mate who he thinks is a nobody omega wolf.

When he rejects me in front of every shifter in school, I vow to harden my heart, become impervious to the constant, deep hurt of the rejection, and figure out how

to be the first wolf in known history to shake the taint of a rejected fated mate bond.

I'm also becoming closer to a new student—a smoking hot and intriguing human, who I can't manage to scare off even with the drama that surrounds me and the

poisonous pack politics that I can't seem to escape. I can't even tell him what's really going on, but I think he's keeping secrets from me, too.

I'm Mave Fortune, and my mate threw me out like yesterday's garbage. But fuck that guy.

This is a New Adult, M/F 133,000 word standalone story with a HEA. Any future books in the series will feature other characters. Mave is intended for the 18+

crowd and contains foul language, some mild violence, and steamy scenes. If you're a fan of upper YA/NA, wolf shifters, academy romances, and all of the

associated tropes, this book is for you !

Bacchanal

Author: Veronica G. Henry

Evil lives in a traveling carnival roaming the Depression-era South. But the carnival’s newest act, a peculiar young woman with latent magical powers,

may hold the key to defeating it. Her time has come.

Abandoned by her family, alone on the wrong side of the color line with little to call her own, Eliza Meeks is coming to terms with what she does have. It’s a gift for

communicating with animals. To some, she’s a magical tender. To others, a she-devil. To a talent prospector, she’s a crowd-drawing oddity. And the Bacchanal

Carnival is Eliza’s ticket out of the swamp trap of Baton Rouge.

Among fortune-tellers, carnies, barkers, and folks even stranger than herself, Eliza finds a new home. But the Bacchanal is no ordinary carnival. An ancient

demon has a home there too. She hides behind an iridescent disguise. She feeds on innocent souls. And she’s met her match in Eliza, who’s only beginning to

understand the purpose of her own burgeoning powers.

Only then can Eliza save her friends, find her family, and fight the sway of a primordial demon preying upon the human world. Rolling across a consuming dust

bowl landscape, Eliza may have found her destiny.

Midlife Bounty Hunter: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel (The Forty Proof Series Book 1)

Author: Shannon Mayer

When divorce comes your way, don't let the ex get you down. Get ready for a whole new laugh-out-loud adventure. Because life is just beginning . . . 

as a midlife bounty hunter of the supernatural! 

 

# 1 in Women's Fantasy Fiction! 

#1 in Fantasy & Futuristic Romance 

# 1 New releases Werewolf and Shifter Romance 

 

One day I’m married, living in Seattle, and magic isn’t real. 

 

The next, I’m divorced and living in the guest room of my ex’s hotter- than-sin cousin’s place in Savannah . . . and talking to an animated skeleton named Robert. 



I have to admit, Robert isn’t my worst date. 

 

At forty-one, I didn’t think I’d be starting over. But I’ll be damned if my ex thinks I’m down and out because he pulled a fast one on me. 

 

When a job comes my way that offers me a chance to use my childhood training in the shadow world, I take it—I need the money more than I care about my

sanity. 

 

It’s dangerous. 

I have to embrace the magic and dark of my past. 

And I need Advil to keep me going. 

 

But those who’d hold me back better sit up and take notice, because a new woman is in town, and she’s not about to be counted out by anyone. 

 

Even if she does groan when she rolls out of bed in the morning. 

 

Looking for more books in this HOT FLASH of a new genre? Check out these books available NOW: 

 

Christine Gael "Writing Wrongs" 

Denise Grover Swank "Let it all Burn" 

KF Breene "Magical Midlife Madness" 

Eve Langlais "Halfway There" 

Robyn Peterman "It's a Wonderful Midlife Crisis" 

Jana DeLeon "Wrong Side of Forty" 

Deanna Chase "Witching For Grace" 

Kristen Painter "Sucks to be Me" 

Elizabeth Hunter "Suddenly Psychic" 

Michelle M Pillow "Second Chance Magic" 

Mandy M Roth "Cloudy With a Chance of Witchcraft" 

Darynda Jones "Betwixt" 

A Court of Frost and Starlight (A Court of Thorns and Roses Book 4)

Author: Sarah J. Maas

A tender addition to the #1 New York Times bestselling Court of Thorns and Roses series by Sarah J. Maas, bridging the events of A Court of Wings

and Ruin and upcoming books.

Feyre, Rhysand, and their friends are still busy rebuilding the Night Court and the vastly altered world beyond, recovering from the war that changed everything.

But Winter Solstice is finally approaching, and with it, the joy of a hard-earned reprieve.

Yet even the festive atmosphere can't keep the shadows of the past from looming. As Feyre navigates her first Winter Solstice as High Lady, her concern for

those dearest to her deepens. They have more wounds than she anticipated-scars that will have a far-reaching impact on the future of their court.

Bridging the events of A Court of Wings and Ruin with the later books in the series, A Court of Frost and Starlight explores the far-reaching effects of a

devastating war and the fierce love between friends.

Midlife Witch Hunter (The Forty Proof Series Book 6)

Author: Shannon Mayer

Gran used to say that a strong woman looks a challenge in the eye and gives it a wink. To be sure, flirting with challenges is a terrible idea. Ask me 

how I know. 

 

All Bree really wants is to bury her head in the sand, somewhere in the south of France while a hot pool boy rubs lotion on her back. 

 

Instead, Bree gets blackmailed by the Council of Savannah into a job she doesn’t want—though it does take her to France. They need her to bring a witch back to 

Savannah for a trial that Bree is sure is a load of hooey. 

 

But not just any witch. The first one. The oldest one. The one who makes a t-rex look like he’s howling about a sore tooth. The one who makes the wicked witch 

of the west look like your sweet old nanny, the one who . . .well you get the picture. 

 

Bree’s job? Find her. Befriend her. And convince her to come back to Savannah for safekeeping. 

 

But someone else has gotten a head start, and their reasons for tracking down the miserable old witch are far worse than the council's reasons. 

 

None other than a sexy, growly blacksmith with pretty eyes who makes Bree’s panties melt even though she knows he isn’t for her. And he is looking for the same



miserable old lady. 

 

Throw in a lovesick siren, and a slew of new problems, and you’ve got Bree’s next adventure busting at the seams. And no, it isn’t because her pants

are too small. 

Her Wolves: A Rejected Mates Romance (Fall Mountain Shifters Book 1)

Author: G. Bailey

I knew nothing about mates until the alpha rejected me...

Growing up in one of the biggest packs in the world, my life is planned out from the second I turn eighteen and find my true mate in the moon ceremony.

Finding your true mate gives you the power to share the shifter energy they have, given to the males of the pack by the moon goddess herself. The power to shift

into a wolf.

But for the first time in the history of our pack, the new alpha is mated with a nobody. A foster kid living in the packs orphanage with no ancestors or power to

claim.

Me.

After being brutally rejected by my alpha mate, publicly humiliated and thrown away into the sea, the dark wolves of the Fall Mountain Pack find me.

They save me. The four alphas. The ones the world fears because of the darkness they live in.

In their world? Being rejected is the only way to join their pack. The only way their lost and forbidden god gives them the power to shift without a mate.

I spent my life worshipping the moon goddess when it turns out my life always belonged to another...

This is a full-length reverse harem romance novel full of sexy alpha males, steamy scenes, a strong heroine and a lot of sarcasm. Intended for 17+

readers.

Polar Alpha Heat (A Paranormal Night Club Book 6)

Author: Brittany White

She went to Alaska seeking adventure and left with a baby of the alpha. 

 

The Adventuress 

In one fell swoop, 

My life turned upside down. 

I never would have guessed 

That it would take the love of a polar bear shifter 

To make it right again. 

 

From the strict office schedule 

Through the wilds of Canada 

And a sweet little town in Alaska 

This shifter saved my life, my heart, and my soul. 

 

When the time came to go home, 

I had to leave my man behind. 

 

Little did I know that I was taking 

A piece of him with me. 

 

And soon, a baby shifter would be born. 

 

The Polar Bear Shifter 

Little did I know that a stop at that club 

Would connect me to a woman, 

Whose flame behind those purple eyes 

Kindled a fire in my soul. 



That fire steadily grew 

Into a raging inferno 

As she worked to save my little town 

And my soul along with it. 

 

When her adventure was done, 

She took my heart with her. 

 

Little did I know, she also took my child. 

 

Can the Alpha polar bear shifter defy his clan to marry the woman he loves? 

 

Note: Adults Only!

Blood Heir (Kate Daniels World Book 1)

Author: Ilona Andrews

From award-winning author, Ilona Andrews, an all-new novel set in the New York Times #1 bestselling Kate Daniels World and featuring Julie

Lennart-Olsen, Kate and Curran's ward.

Atlanta was always a dangerous city. Now, as waves of magic and technology compete for supremacy, it’s a place caught in a slow apocalypse, where monsters

spawn among the crumbling skyscrapers and supernatural factions struggle for power and survival.

Eight years ago, Julie Lennart left Atlanta to find out who she was. Now she’s back with a new face, a new magic, and a new name—Aurelia Ryder—drawn by

the urgent need to protect the family she left behind. An ancient power is stalking her adopted mother, Kate Daniels, an enemy unlike any other, and a string of

horrifying murders is its opening gambit.

If Aurelia’s true identity is discovered, those closest to her will die. So her plan is simple: get in, solve the murders, prevent the prophecy from being fulfilled, and

get out without being recognized. She expected danger, but she never anticipated that the only man she'd ever loved could threaten everything.

One small misstep could lead to disaster. But for Aurelia, facing disaster is easy; it’s relationships that are hard.

Serpentine (Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter Book 26)

Author: Laurell K. Hamilton

Vampire hunter Anita Blake has always managed to overcome everything she faces. But this time there’s a monster that even she doesn’t know how

to fight...

A remote Florida island is the perfect wedding destination for the upcoming nuptials of Anita’s fellow U.S. Marshal and best friend, Edward. For Anita, the vacation

is a welcome break, as it’s the first trip she gets to take with just wereleopards Micah and Nathaniel. But it’s not all fun and games and bachelor parties… 

In this tropical paradise, Micah discovers a horrific new form of lycanthropy, one that has afflicted a single family for generations. Believed to be the result of an

ancient Greek curse, it turns human bodies into a mass of snakes. 

When long-simmering resentment leads to a big blow-up within the wedding party, the last thing Anita needs is more drama. But it finds her anyway when women

start disappearing from the hotel, and worse, her own friends and lovers are considered the prime suspects. There’s a strange power afoot that Anita has never

confronted before, a force that’s rendering those around her helpless. Unable to face it on her own, Anita is willing to accept help from even the deadliest places.

Help that she will most certainly regret—if she survives at all, that is…

Dark Fae (Ruthless Boys of the Zodiac Book 1)

Author: Caroline Peckham

What do a heartless Dragon Shifter, a cold-blooded Basilisk, an arrogant Lion Shifter and a brooding, tattooed Harpy have in common…?

Me.



Elise Callisto. Vampire. Angel of vengeance. And a girl on a mission to destroy one of them for murdering my brother. I just don’t know which one did it yet.

 

When I interrogated/accidentally killed a Werewolf who was high on a new and dangerous drug called Killblaze, his final words painted a dark reality for me. The

King of Aurora Academy killed my brother. The trouble is, there’s four kings at the academy and each of them have motive and bloodthirsty natures.

 

Aurora Academy isn’t a place for the faint of heart. To put it lightly, my town is the cesspit of Solaria where the most cutthroat Fae in the kingdom reside. The

school itself is divided by the two gangs who run this city. The Lunar Brotherhood and the Oscura Clan. And guess what? Two of the kings run the gangs at the

academy, their hatred for each other so fierce I hear a day doesn’t go by without blood being spilled in the halls.

 

I might be a petite, lilac-haired girl who looks like I couldn’t hurt a fly, but they haven’t been introduced to my fangs yet. And they don’t know why I’m really here.

Or that I’ll do whatever it takes to bring down the Fae who took my flesh and blood from me.

I don’t believe in fate, but I do know this… the King who killed my brother is a dead man walking. And I’m prepared to sacrifice my heart, body and soul to

ensure I get my revenge.

This is a gritty, college age, steamy series set in a world where Fae fight to take whatever they want. The heroin will end up with multiple love interests so you

never have to pick a favourite alphahole. You can expect dark and hot romance, and a twisted murder mystery which will leave your head spinning and your heart

racing. – this series is set in the same world as Zodiac Academy but is its own story and can be read independently.

Wild Shifters: Shifter Romance Collection

Author: Lola Gabriel

If you love alpha romances, shifters who protect their mates, and bad boys who know how to take charge, then you will love the Wild Shifters 

Romance Collection. 

 

Books in this shifter romance collection: 

 

Wolf Shifter Awakening 

Bear's Love Triangle 

Panther's Secret Baby 

Unlikely Redemption 

Wolf’s Fake Engagement 

Wolf’s Second Chance Assistant 

New Wolf Shifter’s Bite 

Her Best Friend’s Brother 

Mate’s Call 

Alpha’s Loyalty 

Wolf’s Baby 

Alpha’s Duty



Alpha’s Secret 

Code of the Alpha Series Epilogue 

 

 

 

18+ audiences only.

Million Dollar Demon (Hollows Book 15)

Author: Kim Harrison

To save the city, Rachel Morgan will need to show some teeth in the next Hollows novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Kim Harrison.

The new master vampire of Cincinnati has arrived . . . and she wants Rachel Morgan out. No matter where Rachel goes, Constance is there--threatening

Rachel's allies, causing city-wide chaos, and, to add insult to injury, even forcing Rachel out of her current quarters. Ever since Rachel found a way to save the

souls of vampires, the old undead's longtime ascendancy has been broken. Now Constance sees eliminating Rachel as the key to consolidating her own power.

Rachel has no desire to be enthralled or killed--and she's terrified of what may become of the city if Constance forces a return to the ancient ways. But even a

witch-born demon can't stand against the old undead--at least, not alone. And if Rachel refuses to claim the role of Cincinnati's master demon, the city will tear

itself apart, taking her and all those who stand beside her with it.

The Alpha: Protect. Procreate. Prevail.

Author: Eric Vall

I was just a nerd for crying out loud. A college student just doing his best to survive.

I can’t be a werewolf. I have midterms next week.

But apparently fate has plans for me, because one day I was just Jesse Rafe, and the next day I’m The Alpha, the legendary were shifter who is meant to

impregnate every possible shifter species omega female and rule the world.

If I don’t get killed by another alpha first, of course.

Allure of the Vampire King: A paranormal romance (Blood Fire Saga Book 1)

Author: Bella Klaus

He Broke My Heart… Now He’s Returned For My Blood.

I’m no one—just a magic-less woman who fled the supernatural world after being dumped and humiliated by the most powerful vampire in Britain.

He made me a laughing stock , a cautionary tale. I had no choice but to leave.

That was a long time ago. I got over the betrayal. Now, I’m on the mend.

But when an assassin tracks me down to London, claiming that a deadly power thrums beneath my veins, only one person is strong enough to save my hide:

Valentine Sargon—the Vampire King who stole my virginity and broke my heart.

He’ll help, but only if I move into a safe house. With him.

Valentine is as handsome as the devil, silver-tongued and seductive as sin. I don’t trust him or the way he hungers for my blood. But I’ve run out of choices and

can’t refuse.

He’s going to protect me from the assassins, but who’s going to protect me from him?

If you like enemies-to-lovers paranormal romances with adventure, conflict, and steam, you’ll love Allure of the Vampire King. SERIES COMPLETE!

Her Defenders: A Rejected Mates Romance (Fall Mountain Shifters Book 2)

Author: G. Bailey



The alpha rejecting me was just the start of my revenge…

Being an outcast of the wolves was always something I accepted until I met them. The four alpha wolves of Fall Mountain Pack. They showed me I could be so

much more than the rejected wolf they found on a beach and saved. They healed me and made me stronger, fixing what was broken in my soul.

But they lied.

Dragged back to the Ravensword Pack, I learn who I am before being left in the hands of the alpha I ran from, starting a war no one can stop. The past that I

couldn’t remember has caught up with us, and it turns out they were always a part of it. They aren’t just alpha wolves and our fates are as intertwined as Hades

and Persephone’s were.

I never thought being rejected would lead me to my past, but it has, and my past comes with more than a bite

It comes with wings.

This is a full-length reverse harem romance novel full of sexy alpha males, steamy scenes, a strong heroine and a lot of sarcasm. Intended for 18+

readers.

Shadowspell Academy: Year of the Chameleon: (Book 6)

Author: Shannon Mayer

You Don’t Choose the Academy. The Academy Chooses You.

"This book is Harry Potter meets the Hunger Games in a bold twist on a classic magical young adult adventure."

Jaymin Eve, Bestselling Author of Supernatural Academy

Broken, bruised, and battered beyond anything else, I’ve survived what I shouldn’t have.

But my day isn’t done yet. We finally have the key to stopping Frost—literally. Even if we don’t know how to use it.

One last time my friends and I have to scour not only the city but the supernatural world to find the pieces of this final puzzle—and we have three days to do it.

One final showdown brings us back to where it all began, and I face off against the woman who killed my brother. Who hunted my mother down. Who broke my

uncle’s spirit.

If I cannot find the final pieces, then I will fail. And if I fail, Frost wins, and we are all doomed.

No pressure.

No pressure at all.

Midlife Ghost Hunter: A Paranormal Women's Fiction (The Forty Proof Series Book 4)

Author: Shannon Mayer

If you thought being over forty meant the end of adventures, then you're in for a shock as Bree, and her ragtag bunch take you on a side-splitting

rollercoaster ride!

Stuck with Alan's ghost following her around, Bree is in hot water now with no easy way out as she's been framed for his murder and plunked in the local pokey.

If that weren't bad enough, Gran's ghost has been kidnapped, and all clues point to the Big Easy—New Orleans.

With the police on her never-mind-the-size butt, two men vying for her attentions, and a mystery wrapped around the murder of her Gran and ex, she has more

than enough to keep her stressed and turning prematurely gray.

So when a local coven stirs things up in NOLA, and a new nemesis appears on the scene, Bree is ready to meet them head-on.

As soon as she's popped a few Advil.



______________________________________________________________________________

"If you love Patricia Briggs, Kelley Armstrong, KF Breene, Shayne Silvers, Dannika Dark, Jana DeLeon, Kevin Hearne or Ilona Andrews, you won't want to miss

ANY of Mayer's books!"

The House in the Cerulean Sea

Author: TJ Klune

A NEW YORK TIMES, USA TODAY, and WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER!

A 2021 Alex Award winner!

The 2021 RUSA Reading List: Fantasy Winner!

An Indie Next Pick!

One of Publishers Weekly's "Most Anticipated Books of Spring 2020"

One of Book Riot’s “20 Must-Read Feel-Good Fantasies”

Lambda Literary Award-winning author TJ Klune’s bestselling, breakout contemporary fantasy that's "1984 meets The Umbrella Academy with a pinch

of Douglas Adams thrown in." (Gail Carriger)

Linus Baker is a by-the-book case worker in the Department in Charge of Magical Youth. He's tasked with determining whether six dangerous magical children

are likely to bring about the end of the world.

Arthur Parnassus is the master of the orphanage. He would do anything to keep the children safe, even if it means the world will burn. And his secrets will come

to light.

The House in the Cerulean Sea is an enchanting love story, masterfully told, about the profound experience of discovering an unlikely family in an unexpected

place—and realizing that family is yours.

"1984 meets The Umbrella Academy with a pinch of Douglas Adams thrown in." —Gail Carriger, New York Times bestselling author of Soulless

At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Raised in Fire (Demon Days, Vampire Nights World Book 2)

Author: K.F. Breene

The exciting continuation of the Top 10 Amazon Store Bestseller by Wall Street Journal Bestselling author, K.F. Breene!

It is a common truth in my life that when it rains, it pours.

The killings that once plagued New Orleans are cropping up again in Seattle. The local office is stumped. I’m called out to lend a fresh set of eyes, and my unique

magical touch.

It’s only when I get there that I realize the Seattle office isn’t stumped at all.

They’re being silenced by the Mages’ Guild, a corrupt magical institution that doesn't want word to get out of what is plaguing the city. Worse, news of my magic

might’ve slipped down to the underworld, hitting the ears of some extremely powerful demons.

What I thought was a routine murder investigation turns into a fight for my life. With the help of Darius, my stalker elder vampire, and my dual-mage side kicks, I

somehow have to dodge the Guild in order to stop one of the most powerful demons I’ve ever encountered. If I don’t? It’ll escape back down below with proof of

what I really am.

My life hangs in the balance, and this time, I can't see a way out.

Soul Taken (A Mercy Thompson Novel Book 13)

Author: Patricia Briggs

Mercy Thompson, car mechanic and shapeshifter, must face her greatest fears in this chilling entry in the #1 New York Times bestselling series. 

 

The vampire Wulfe is missing. Since he’s deadly, possibly insane, and his current idea of “fun” is stalking Mercy, some may see it as no great loss. But when he 

disappears, the Tri-Cities pack is blamed. The mistress of the vampire seethe informs Mercy that the pack must produce Wulfe to prove their innocence, or the 

loose alliance between the local vampires and werewolves is over.



 

So Mercy goes out to find her stalker—and discovers more than just Wulfe have disappeared. Someone is taking people from locked rooms, from the aisles of

stores, and even from crowded parties. And these are not just ordinary people but supernatural beings. Until Wulfe vanished, all of them were powerless loners,

many of whom quietly moved to the Tri-Cities in the hope that the safety promised by Mercy and Adam’s pack would extend to them as well. 

 

Who is taking them? As Mercy investigates, she learns of the legend of the Harvester, who travels by less-trodden paths and reaps the souls that are ripe with a

great black scythe. . . .

Crowbones (World of the Others Book 3)

Author: Anne Bishop

In this engrossing and gripping fantasy set in the world of the New York Times bestselling Others series, an inn owner and her friends must find a

killer—before it’s too late.…

Crowbones will gitcha if you don’t watch out!

Deep in the territory controlled by the Others—shape-shifters, vampires, and even deadlier paranormal beings—Vicki DeVine has made a new life for herself

running The Jumble, a rustic resort. When she decides to host a gathering of friends and guests for Trickster Night, at first everything is going well between the

humans and the Others.

But then someone arrives dressed as Crowbones, the Crowgard bogeyman. When the impostor is killed along with a shape-shifting Crow, and the deaths are

clearly connected, everyone fears that the real Crowbones may have come to The Jumble—and that could mean serious trouble.

To “encourage” humans to help them find some answers, the Elders and Elementals close all the roads, locking in suspects and victims alike. Now Vicki, human

police chief Grimshaw, vampire lawyer Ilya Sanguinati, and the rest of their friends have to figure out who is manipulating events designed to pit humans against

Others—and who may have put Vicki DeVine in the crosshairs of a powerful hunter.

The Desert Cursed Series Boxset (Books 1-3)

Author: Shannon Mayer

The Desert Cursed Series should be read by people who can root for an underdog, have a good sense of humor, a love for high-paced action, and a taste for a 

blend of magic that even a Muggle could love. With over half a million copies sold, when you indulge in the Desert Cursed series, you’re in good company. 

 

Witch's Reign (Book 1) 

 

They think her an underdog against impossible odds… And she will fight tooth and nail to prove them wrong. 

 

The Witch’s Reign…a land of eternal, unnatural winter ruled by the Ice Witch. In turn, she is guarded by three supernatural creatures who wander her lands 

hunting for unwary souls, killing any who cross their paths. 

 

To get to the Witch’s Reign, you first must pass through the Dragon’s Ground. Full of dragons, who for the record, do not like trespassers. 

 

This is where I am headed, though my mentor has forbidden me. 

My best friend was sent with a team into the Witch’s Reign to recover a powerful jewel that belongs to our mentor, and they are long overdue to come back. 

 

That leaves me, Zamira “Reckless” Wilson to go after my friend. Forbidden or not. 

Somehow, I get saddled with a human male tagging along for the ride. A human that is as weak and useless as my own shifting abilities. 

 

Throw in a sentient magical weapon that tries to kill me every time I touch it, and a small dragon that has a penchant for Shakespearean insults, and you’ve got 

my journey in a nutshell. 

 

May the sands of the desert swallow me whole because this is going to be a damn bumpy ride. 

 

Dragon's Ground (Book 2) 

 

Dragons and danger and magic collide... And it's only Monday. 

 

We survived the land of the Witch’s Reign, that much is true. But our arrival home is far from welcome. 

 

My idiot brother has taken it upon himself to ride off in search of a mythical healer, someone who might help him walk again. Assuming she doesn’t eat him first. 

Because said healer is a dragon and happens to reside in the deepest reaches of the Dragon’s Ground. Like I said, idiot. 

 

I’d go after him myself, but his leave-taking is not the only problem I face. My mentor has yet again forbidden me to leave the safety of the Stockyards. Her 

reasoning?



 

That I am too weak to weather the coming storms. 

With my pride wounded in more ways than one, I must gather the few allies’ I have left. My ex-husband's new girlfriend at the top of the list and a goat bleating,

oversexed Satyr. 

 

FML. 

 

If I’m lucky I’ll find a small dragon and a Jinn whose blue eyes still haunt my dreams along the way. 

 

Buckle up, buttercup, this ride is about to take a seriously unforeseen twist. 

 

Jinn's Dominion (Book 3) 

 

There was nothing that could have prepared me for Dragon’s Ground. And I thought that nothing could be worse than what I faced there. 

 

Just my black cat bad luck, the world is set to prove me wrong. 

 

South lies the Jinn’s Dominion and within it the members of my Pride who need my help. The further south we go, the more danger comes not only from outside

our group but from within. 

 

Ishtar’s new hunters. 

 

Marsum leader of the Jinn. 

 

And the Emperor himself. 

 

All three want something from me. All three claim they can give me the world on a silver platter, to give me my deepest desires. 

 

Color me cautious, but I think all three are lying. Or so it seems until I reach the Jinn’s Dominion and discover the truth… 

About who I really am. 

 

And what that means for my fate and the fate of those I love. 

My Wicked Mates Collection: Books 1-3

Author: Erzabet Bishop

This LIMITED EDITION collection includes Books 1-3 of the My Wicked Mates shapeshifter paranormal romance series.

In the shadows of the night, are intimate cravings worth the ultimate sacrifice?

Book 1: The sins of the past live on in the present...

Natalia Adams lived the dream of a promising future. Her life at Inferno was everything to her...until she was thrust into a living nightmare. Now a detective trying

to help victims like herself, she hides behind more than one mask to keep herself veiled from the world. When a murder case takes a dark turn, will she be able to

rely on her animal instincts to keep her alive?

Book 2: A new beginning…

Fleeing from a relationship gone horribly wrong, Clover Frazier makes the choice to start a new life. If only her car had gotten the memo. Stranded in the parking

lot of what seems to be a nightclub, she walks into a world she never knew existed. A new job at Inferno is the answer to her prayers, but can she really outrun

the demons of her past or will they come back to claim her?

Book 3: Wanting him had to be a sin…

When Astrid is given the choice to offer up her body for one month in exchange for her brother’s life, she doesn’t even hesitate. It’s dangerous, this dance, and

she can’t look away. Marcus could snap her in two with one bite of his jaws, but she can't help falling into his trap. She just hopes she can survive it.

To Hell and Back: A Demon Romance (Sin Demons Book 4)

Author: Mila Young

They were trying to get back to Hell... But Hell showed up at our door. 

 

None of us expected a visit from the devil himself, but after Lucifer comes a-knocking, we know things are about to heat up fast. 

 

According to the demons, the only way to protect me is to bind us all together. Forever. Something I’m not sure I’m even willing to do. But with Greed’s ring still on 

my finger and Lucifer’s sights set on making me his next play thing, what other choice do I have?



 

When I’m dragged to Hell against my will, I’m determined to find a way topside again. But the darkness within me is enjoying this deadly vacation a little too much,

and my powers only seem to grow the longer I stay. 

 

My demons will risk it all to save me from eternal damnation. 

 

But after going to Hell and back, will I still be the same in the end? 

 

The epic and alluring demon romance continues with To Hell and Back! Don't be left in the dark. 1-click to get your copy today! 

 

To Hell and Back is book four in the Sin Demons Series.

Shadowspell Academy: Year of the Chameleon

Author: Shannon Mayer

You Don’t Choose The Academy. The Academy Chooses You.

"This book is Harry Potter meets the Hunger Games in a bold twist on a classic magical young adult adventure."

Jaymin Eve, Bestselling Author of Supernatural Academy

The Shadowkiller is back.

And he is hunting me down like a dog in the streets of New York City using every tool and ally he has—including people I once trusted.

I have never been so alone in my life, and yet if I turn to my friends that puts a target on their backs too. Which means I have to keep running.

So, I do what I know, and I set myself to finding the trail of breadcrumbs that will lead me to the one who is still pulling the strings.

Frost. A Chameleon just like me. Just like the Shadowkiller. Worse, she’s seeking out my friends to pick them off, one by one. To drain their lives in order to feed

hers.

To stop her, I have to find her—a task easier said than done in a city this size.

What I don’t expect to find is a truth that this world and its secrets run far deeper, and far darker than I could have ever suspected.

But is any of that going to stop me?

Not a chance.

Shadowspell Academy novels offer delicious cliffhangers that will keep you on the edge of your seat until the final book - Shadowspell Academy: Year of the

Chameleon (Book 6)

Fused in Fire (Demon Days, Vampire Nights World Book 3)

Author: K.F. Breene

The gripping next installment in the bestselling Demon Days, Vampire Nights World books!

I'd thought the threat from Seattle was finished. That we showed up in time and took care of business.

I hate being wrong. It really ruins my day.

When Roger, the alpha of the North American pack, shows up at my door with the news that a demon has made it to the Underworld with knowledge of me, some

hard decisions have to be made.

Do I stay above ground, with all my magical friends, and wait for the battle to come to me? Or do I seek the demon out, and pluck the threat out by the root?

I don’t want my friends to die on my behalf. I could never live with myself. But if I venture into the Underworld, it’ll be the most perilous journey of my life.

This time, it isn’t just my life hanging in the balance, it is my eternity.

A Strange Hymn (The Bargainer Book 2)



Author: Laura Thalassa

Siren and soulmate to the King of Night, Callypso Lillis survived the clutches of Karnon, the mad king, and his twisted prison. But the nightmare isn’t over. Callie

wears the physical reminders of her time as a captive, and mounting evidence suggests the Thief of Souls is still out there.

When a fae celebration thrusts Callie and her mate, Desmond Flynn, into the Kingdom of Flora, they take their investigation with them. But under the bright lights

and striking blooms of the realm, they find there are more immediate issues to deal with. No place is more uniquely savage than the great fae halls, and no

amount of bargains can save Callie from royal intrigues.

Fairies play dangerous games. Some want love, some want vengeance, some want flesh, and some want things too unspeakable to utter. One thing is for sure:

no one is who they appear to be. Not even Des, who only grows more enigmatic with every passing secret.

But the Kingdom of Flora has its own secrets, from bleeding trees to branded slaves and missing guards. Something is stirring in the land of all that grows, and if

Callie isn’t careful, it will claim everything and everyone she loves—and her along with it.

Taken: The Coldest Fae

Author: Katerina Martinez

In Arcadia, winter has no heart.

I make magic dresses for a living. I’m not rich or pretty enough to wear them, but I love what I do, working out of my family’s shop on Carnaby Street in

London—until the fae show up.

It’s a straight-up kidnapping, and before I know it, I’m brought to this wintry place of cold hearts and beautiful nightmares, but that’s not the worst part.

The worst part is, they think I’m fae, and I’m supposed to participate in some competition against a host of other women who have been training their whole lives

for this. The prize? The winner is to marry the Prince.

On the surface that sounds almost like a fairytale, only this competition is brutal and bloody, and the Prince is the jerk that kidnapped me. I can’t get too close to

him or he’ll know I’m not fae, and then I’m dead. But I want to get close to him. His body burns with the fire of a cold star, and I’m drawn to him.

I need to fight the pull and survive long enough to find a way out of here, but these winter fae won’t make that easy.

Midlife Demon Hunter: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel (The Forty Proof Series Book 3)

Author: Shannon Mayer

Goblins and ghouls and magic, oh my! Hang tight to your britches, this laugh out loud adventure is about to light you up!

        Now a #1 Bestseller!

• #1 in Women's Divorce Fiction

• #1 in Women's Action & Adventure Fiction

• #1 in Women's Fantasy Fiction

Ousted from the Hollows Group, the shadow world has officially taken notice of me.

With loan sharks sniffing around and knocking on my door, I need to figure out how my ex-husband pushed all his debt onto me, because it stinks of black magic

and back alley dealings.

Until I can get some answers there, I distract myself with a new job—working for a goblin. The job is as simple as hiding some paperwork for him. Only . . .

someone else wants what he gave me. And they are playing dangerously dirty to get what they want.

Throw in a lovesick bigfoot, a siren going through menopause, a demon next door, and two hot guys vying for my attention, and you’ve got my life in a nutshell.



Well, that is if you don’t count on Robert showing up and saving my bacon again. Which he has to, because this time . . .this time I’ve really put my foot in it.

______________________________________________________________________________

"If you love Patricia Briggs, Kelley Armstrong, KF Breene, Shayne Silvers, Dannika Dark, Jana DeLeon, Kevin Hearne or Ilona Andrews, you won't want to miss

ANY of Mayer's books!"

Midlife Fairy Hunter: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel (The Forty Proof Series Book 2)

Author: Shannon Mayer

Over the hill, all outta ducks to give, and suddenly life is looking up . . .even if you're living with a ghost and fighting off werewolves.

        Now a #1 Bestseller!

• #1 in Women's Divorce Fiction

• #1 in Women's Action & Adventure Fiction

• #1 in Women's Fantasy Fiction

Moving back to Savannah changed my life in all the best ways. New job. New friends. As far from my ex-husband as possible.

I didn’t count on the Shadow World intensifying its hold on my life.

Color me surprised, when a new job lands in my lap watching over a fairy ring. Worth ten times what I’d make anywhere else, it seems too good to be true. I take

it anyway.

And that’s when things get weird.

Spells are cast on my friends that seems to make them lose their marbles.

I’ve got a Bigfoot baking in my kitchen.

And a skeleton is quickly becoming my go-to guy. Which is silly because the eye candy strutting around in front of me is drool worthy. (I’m looking at you, Crash.

Really looking 0_0)



Nothing in Savannah is what it seems, and the magic and undercurrents of this city are pulling me onto a dangerous path.

But with a Fae Queen begging my help, and the darkness closing in, I can only do one thing.

Pop a couple Advil, and kick some serious ducking butt.

______________________________________________________________________________

"If you love Patricia Briggs, Kelley Armstrong, KF Breene, Shayne Silvers, Dannika Dark, Jana DeLeon, Kevin Hearne or Ilona Andrews, you won't want to miss

ANY of Mayer's books!"

The Snow Leopard's Love: A Wishing Moon Bay Shifter Romance (The Bond of Brothers Book 5)

Author: Harmony Raines

Belle is done with men. Her husband left her and their children for another woman and never looked back. All she knows about her father is that he was a bad

man who wound up dead because of his bad ways.

So why does she feel compelled to trust the man in front of her? A man who is obviously lying when he says he’s a snow leopard shifter.

There’s no such thing as shifters. Just like there’s no such thing as true love.

Belle’s about to discover she’s wrong about a lot of things.

She’s also about to learn that Rift is the right one for her.

Rift has found his mate, at last. But Belle doesn’t want anything to do with him.

Somehow, he must persuade her that they’re meant to be together forever. However, she wants him to turn around and walk straight back out of her life.

It’s what she wants. He can see it in her eyes.

What’s a shifter to do?

When Belle and her family are threatened, Rift is the one, she calls on for help. He grabs the opportunity to show her what being a shifter’s mate is all about.

But a new discovery threatens the safety of not just Belle’s family, but Rift’s too.

Sin & Chocolate (Demigods of San Francisco Book 1)

Author: K.F. Breene

Some people are ordained for greatness...

Those people usually have a lot of drama in their life. Drama I happily do without. I live in a forgotten corner of nowhere for a reason: there is safety in anonymity.

I have enough problems just trying to get by.

But when Kieran, a sinfully sexy demigod at the pinnacle of power, crashes into my life, suddenly my whole world is turned upside down.

He's harboring a deadly secret, one that could destroy all he holds dear. He thinks I'm the key to his salvation, and he wants me to help him claim vengeance.

He also wants me with a passion that burns my body from the inside out.

To ignore him is impossible, but to give in to my desires, even for a night, would thrust me into danger I might not survive.

Can I resist the temptation?

House of Sky and Breath (Crescent City)

Author: Sarah J. Maas



Sequel to the #1 New York Times bestseller!

Sarah J. Maas's sexy, groundbreaking CRESCENT CITY series continues with the

second installment.

Bryce Quinlan and Hunt Athalar are trying to get back to normal-they may have saved Crescent City, but with so much upheaval in their lives lately, they mostly

want a chance to relax. Slow down. Figure out what the future holds.

The Asteri have kept their word so far, leaving Bryce and Hunt alone. But with the rebels chipping away at the Asteri's power, the threat the rulers pose is

growing. As Bryce, Hunt, and their friends get pulled into the rebels' plans, the choice becomes clear: stay silent while others are oppressed, or fight for what's

right. And they've never been very good at staying silent.

In this sexy, action-packed sequel to the #1 bestseller House of Earth and Blood, Sarah J. Maas weaves a captivating story of a world about to explode-and the

people who will do anything to save it.

Her Dragon Protector: A Dragon Shifter Romance (Black Claw Dragons Book 2)

Author: Roxie Ray

Can I really trust a dragon with my heart?

When I show up in Black Claw with bruises on my face and a split lip, I’m not looking for another man - I’ve made enough bad choices in that department. I’m

ready to lie low with my best friend and pray to god that my ex doesn’t come to find me.

But Axel isn’t like any of the guys I’ve been drawn to before.

I’m not ready for a new relationship. I know that. But Axel sneaks inside my heart before I’ve even realized he’s there, and his touch sets my body alight with

desire. But still... there’s something off about him. And when I find out his secret, I’m not sure I can stand the heat.

If my human ex was terrible, could a dragon be any better? He says it’s fate. Still...I’m scared to risk my heart again. But when danger comes knocking, I know

Axel’s the one I need to protect me.

While Her Dragon Protector can definitely be read as a stand alone novel, this hot dragon shifter paranormal romance is best read as second in its series!

Midlife Magic: Paranormal Women's Fantasy (Not Too Late Book 1)

Author: Victoria Danann

"Enthralled!"- Novel After Thoughts 

 

"The best thing I've read in years." - the Paranormal Romantic 

 

If you can imagine yourself as a romantic and adventurous woman in midlife, who's come into her power, ready to meet happy accidents head on, this book is for 

you! 

 

"This book hits all the notes."- Cynseer Booklover Blog 

 

Amazon customers call this series... 

 

"utter perfection" 

 

"a breath of fresh air" 

 

"too much fun" 

 

"best in the genre" 

 

and more. 

 

 

FOR ALL THE EVERYDAY HEROINES OVER FORTY WHO KNOW IT'S NOT TOO LATE FOR MAGIC! 

 

The day after my forty-third birthday, my husband announced he was trading me in. His words, not mine. The news was unwelcome at the time, but honestly? I 

needed a good goosing to get up and find my way to the door. 



So. I was freed from the manual of expectations authored by my ex that had, over the years, grown into an encyclopedia of what a wife "should" be and do. The

freedom was the good news. The flip side was less happy. Due to living in a state not friendly to discarded wives, I was also relieved of the financial 'security' I'd

spent a lifetime accruing. 

 

Starting over? I didn't plan on it. Didn't see it coming. But pulling a sheet over my head and waiting for the end didn't seem like my style. Granted. I wasn't sure

what my style was because I hadn't thought about freedom of expression since I was twenty. 

 

I'd never been a fan of optimistic adages like 'it's not too late', but that was before my life was divided into two parts; everything that came before the mysterious

package and everything after. Fate shot me with a lightning bolt of attitude adjustment and thrust me head first into an adventure that was unforeseeable to say

the least. If you'd told me what my life was going to be like, I would have used every synonym for crazy you've ever heard. 

 

I 'inherited' a curious antique store in a tiny, picturesque English village where the world of fae magic lives side by side with the mundane. But that's far from all.

Eight times a year, I receive magical dignitaries and magical lowborn alike and mediate their disputes; some comical, some deadly serious. 

 

It may be too late for super shiny hair, going without a bra, or sleeping eight hours without a potty break. But it seems that it's not too late for navigating magical

politics, expatriating, romance, and saving the world. 

 

Perfect for fans of everyday heroines over forty.

Fated (Dark Protectors Book 1)

Author: Rebecca Zanetti

Marry Me

Cara Paulsen does not give up easily. A scientist and a single mother, she's used to fighting for what she wants, keeping a cool head, and doing whatever it takes

to protect her daughter Janie. But "whatever it takes" has never before included a shotgun wedding to a dangerous-looking stranger with an attitude problem. . .

Or Else

Sure, the mysterious Talen says that he's there to protect Cara and Janie. He also says that he's a three-hundred-year-old vampire. Of course, the way he

touches her, Cara might actually believe he's had that long to practice. . .

"Hot and fast from beginning to end." --Kate Douglas

Once Bitten (Shadow Guild: The Rebel Book 1)

Author: Linsey Hall

Vampires aren't real, right?

People say I'm a weirdo. Sure, my idea of a party is a mini box of wine and hanging out with a feral raccoon, but it works for me.

When I’m accused of murder, things get crazy. One, I learn that I have magic. Two, there’s a secret magical city hidden right in London itself. And three, my only

hope is a vampire who’s sexy as sin and scary as the devil himself. He's called the Devil of Darkvale, and he all but owns Guild City.

Some say I should just quit and turn myself in. Not a chance. I’m going to solve this murder myself, which means surviving in a new world of witch parties,

magical guilds, and a vampire with a tortured past. The vampire and I are like colliding stars, and the heat is irresistible. I should avoid him, but if I want to save

my own life, he’s my only hope.

Savage Fae (Ruthless Boys of the Zodiac Book 2)

Author: Caroline Peckham

There's more to my brother's murder than I realised...

Shadows in the halls, mysteries lurking around every corner.

Whoever killed him is covering their tracks well.



And now I'm walking a dangerous line between getting close to the four kings for information and wanting to crawl deeper under their skin for my own desires.

I can't trust anyone.

I can't let my guard down.

And I must keep the urges of my body separate from my heart.

But I'm starting to break all of my own rules.

I just hope I'm not falling for my brother's killer.

The Wolf's Witch: A Wolf Shifter Paranormal Romance (The Witch's Pack Book 1)

Author: Rachel Medhurst

It’s just a scratch – a scratch that transforms the witch forever.

Already a witch at breaking point, I really can’t be dealing with the latest scandal affecting my life. I’m busy selling spells when my brother accidently kills a

werewolf, attracting the wrath of my enemy, the Brighton Pack alpha, Malone. His attack leaves me with a scratch that turns me into the first ever hybrid-witch and

solidifies my expulsion from the coven, leaving me all alone. I’m not sure how much more I can take.

When Malone smells his toxins in me, he vows to help me through the first shift. As alpha, his responsibility is to his pack and turning a witch is against sacred

wolf laws. His pack will disown him if he doesn’t get rid of me. He’s ready to rectify his wrong, threatening to end my life, until I shift and the mating bond is

evoked.

Can Malone reject the forbidden pull towards me in order to keep his pack? Or will I be able to escape before he claims me and jeopardises his position as alpha?

18+ Paranormal Romance with mature themes.

Dark Promise (Dragon Bound 3)

Author: Annika West

I just learned who and what I really am. And dude, is it changing my entire world.But while I'm trying to master my terrifying true powers, I'll have to help Cayne,

Willow and August track down the next dark artifact that's messing with Los Angeles. But honestly. What's new.And then there's the matter of Huxley Cayne.I

might be convinced that our bond is real, but Cayne seems to be hanging on to a secret that makes me wonder. What else could the Butcher of Rimini have to

hide from me?

The Sariah Chronicles Complete Series Boxed Set: includes: Resistance to Magic, Betrayal of Magic,

Survival By Magic and Triumph Through Magic

Author: Peter Glenn

Magic killed her parents. Will it kill her too?

Pick up the complete four book boxed set to find out.

Resistance to Magic:

The amulet Sariah found buried in the mines looked liked her ticket out of her half-starved backwater life. The pendant was surely very valuable. 

The assassin who tried to steal it apparently agreed.



Now all she wants is revenge. Or at least justice.

With a little help from a friendly mystic she learns about magic. Only with its help does she stand a chance to vanquish the forces that destroyed her life.

She hates magic. 

But will her thirst for vengeance drive her into magic’s open arms?

This boxed set also includes:

• Betrayal of Magic

• Survival By Magic

• Triumph Through Magic

Set on the foundation laid by the Kurtherian Gambit Series, The Sariah Chronicles tells an entirely new story in the Age of Magic.

Go up and click on BUY NOW or Read For Free and immerse yourself in The Sariah Chronicles!

Shadowspell Academy : Year of the Chameleon

Author: Shannon Mayer

You Don’t Choose The Academy. The Academy Chooses You.

"This book is Harry Potter meets the Hunger Games in a bold twist on a classic magical young adult adventure."

Jaymin Eve, Bestselling Author of Supernatural Academy

I’ve made it through the Culling Trials, the test that proved my mettle against every possible challenge.

I assumed that meant things would settle down and I’d start truly learning.

No more danger.

No more death threats.

No more wondering who was out to get me.

Apparently, that was not to be.

I am what this supernatural world calls a Chameleon—a rarity even amongst all these monsters. And rare things are coveted and feared by the most powerful of

all—The House Of Wonder.

It’s a good thing I have my crew at my back, because this Academy?

It’s about to get seriously ugly.

Which means this farm girl is ready to play by only one set of rules.

Her own.

Shadowspell Academy novels offer delicious cliffhangers that will keep you on the edge of your seat until the final book - Shadowspell Academy: Year of the

Chameleon (Book 6)

Transfusion: A Vampire King Paranormal Romance

Author: Stephanie Hudson

It’s been seven years. Seven long years since that cold and cruel Vampire King, Lucius, broke her heart. Her naive little heart destroyed after one painful night 

she sneaked in to his Gothic nightclub, Transfusion. Seven years since he humiliated her, casting her aside and telling her just what he thought about her little 

obsession with him. Then he saves her life. Well, now he is back and this time he is out for blood, and all she can hope for is that it isn’t hers that’s on the menu. 

Because she is just your typical, ordinary, everyday girl who works and lives in London. Even if she is trying to make it on her own without the safety of her family.



However, growing up knowing of the supernatural world and being human definitely has its draw backs. Especially when a certain Vampire King has her in mind

for a date and his dominant and forceful ways are sending her re-ignited obsession with him into overdrive.But he does like her…doesn’t he?

Dragon Conjurer 7

Author: Eric Vall

The monster issue has gotten unhinged. Every day brings a new battle against the masses, and my team and I continue to hear whispers of the Great Scaled

One. The riddles about his evil plans keep piling up, and it won’t be easy to suss out who this crazed monster leader is.

Luckily, the sexiest scientist I know is on the case.

If only I could stay focused long enough to assist her with the research, but I already know I don’t stand a chance of resisting the good doctor.

Rejected Wolf: A Rejected Mate Shifter Romance (Virga's Doom Book 1)

Author: Savannah Rose

I’m the outcast who dared to bond with the Alpha’s sons. Not on purpose, of course.

I knew better than to think a motherless, fatherless, half-wolf would ever be welcomed within their ranks. What I also knew was that I’d be punished. A lashing,

five days on my knees, no food or water, something like that.

Boy was I wrong.

The alpha insisted our bond be rejected.

This was old world magic. Dark magic. Strong magic. And yet, it didn’t work.

We all knew I was nothing like them. A mut. Half wolf. Half unknown.

But what we didn’t know was that when they put death on the table, the unknown half would be the one to save my life.

Because sometimes the unknown is stronger than a thousand men.

Stronger than magic.

Stronger than death.

Soul Harvest (The Rift Chronicles Book 3)

Author: BR Kingsolver

My name is Danica James. I'm a cop with the Arcane Division.

A new demon lord has crossed the Rift, and says his queen wants her statue back, the one I took from the previous demon lord. Then he proposes a trade. You

can’t trust demons. They lie, they cheat, they steal. They prey on humans. But unless I'm willing to walk away, it’s the only game in town.

The exciting conclusion to The Rift Chronicles trilogy.

Midnight Kisses (Shifter Island Book 1)

Author: Leia Stone

Nai expected the summons to Alpha Academy...but not this year. 

 

She’s trained her entire life to lead her pack, and the elite school is where she’ll receive the elemental magic that distinguishes her as an alpha heir. 

 

But the four sexy guards sent to escort Nai are not only early—they’re her sworn enemies. Then when she arrives at Alpha Academy, the Alpha King is not happy 

to see her. 

 

And if that isn’t enough... 

 

Mysterious magical marks pop up on her skin, outcast shifters keep attacking the school, and someone is trying to kill her. 

There is no way things could get worse. No way. 

 

Until she meets her fated mate at a masquerade party…



He’s sexy as sin. 

An Alpha Heir. 

And completely and totally forbidden. 

 

If you love YA fantasy, wolf-shifters, and enemies-to-lovers romance, get ready for a pulse-pounding story that will keep you riveted until the very last word. 

 

*Author note: This book is not reverse harem (RH) 

Warrior Fae Princess (Demon Days, Vampire Nights World Book 8)

Author: K.F. Breene

With Charity's fate on the line, Devon and his pack must face the perils of the Realm in search of the elusive warrior fae. With no real experience and against

some of the most powerful creatures in existence, they are fighting a losing battle.

Thankfully, they don't have to do it alone.

Knowing what's at stake, Penny and Emery, the magical powerhouses of the mage world, will lend their aid. Even though Emery is outlawed from stepping foot in

the Realm, the pair will try to sneak Charity in the backdoor.

If they are caught, they'll all be captured or worse. Much worse.

But to make it means Devon will be forced to make a difficult decision that will change his and Charity's life forever.

You don't want to miss this epic conclusion to Devon and Charity's story!

Stolen (The Coldest Fae Book 2)

Author: Katerina Martinez

Sometimes heat can find you even in the depths of winter.

A couple of weeks ago, I was stolen from my home and forced to take part in an ancient fae ceremony; only someone made a mistake because I'm not fae, and if

Winter's Prince finds out, I'm dead.

When an unexpected twist suddenly narrows the Royal Selection to a razor's edge, the best that I can do is put my head down and try to survive, but the Prince

has other plans.

Part of me screams for me to keep him at arm's length, but the other part draws me closer to the brutally gorgeous fae, and it's going to get me killed.

He thinks I'm his soulmate, but that's impossible because I'm not even supposed to be here. So, why am I infuriatingly attracted to him? I need answers, only to

get them, I'll have to play with fire and hope it doesn't burn us both alive.

Natural Witch (Demon Days, Vampire Nights World Book 4)

Author: K.F. Breene

Penny could've had no idea of the amount of explosive magic that runs through her blood. Now she is on the run, fighting for her life and her freedom 

from a ruthless organization that would use her to dominate the magical world. 

 

You do not need to read the other DDVN World novels to pick up this book. 

 

Something has always been missing from my life. A hole that I could never seem to fill. 

 

When I accidentally turn a coven of witches into nightmares, I find out what that something is. 

 

Magic. 

 

And it turns out, I have a crap load of it. 

 

As a latent power awakens deep inside of me, I’m exposed to one of the most powerful and corrupt organizations in the magical world—the Mages’ Guild. 



Barely knowing a spell from a few swear words and luck, I won’t be able to evade them alone. 

 

And that’s when I meet him. 

 

The Rogue Natural. The best and most feared mage in the world. 

 

He’s dangerous, mysterious, and has a vendetta of his own. He is now the only thing between me and magical enslavement. 

 

~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~ 

 

This is a new perspective in the DDVN World with both old and new characters and an interconnecting storyline. You do not need have to read DDVN World

books 1-3 to enjoy this entry into the world.

Harry Potter and the Cursed Child - Parts One and Two: The Official Playscript of the Original West End

Production

Author: J.K. Rowling

The official playscript of the original West End production of Harry Potter and the Cursed Child.

It was always difficult being Harry Potter and it isn't much easier now that he is an overworked employee of the Ministry of Magic, a husband, and father of three

school-age children.

While Harry grapples with a past that refuses to stay where it belongs, his youngest son Albus must struggle with the weight of a family legacy he never wanted.

As past and present fuse ominously, both father and son learn the uncomfortable truth: sometimes, darkness comes from unexpected places.

The playscript for Harry Potter and the Cursed Child was originally released as a 'special rehearsal edition' alongside the opening of Jack Thorne's play in

London's West End in summer 2016. Based on an original story by J.K. Rowling, John Tiffany and Jack Thorne, the play opened to rapturous reviews from

theatregoers and critics alike, while the official playscript became an immediate global bestseller.

This definitive and final playscript updates the 'special rehearsal edition' with the conclusive and final dialogue from the play, which has subtly changed since its

rehearsals, as well as a conversation piece between director John Tiffany and writer Jack Thorne, who share stories and insights about reading playscripts. This

edition also includes useful background information including the Potter family tree and a timeline of events from the Wizarding World prior to the beginning of

Harry Potter and the Cursed Child.

Warrior Fae (Ruthless Boys of the Zodiac Book 5)

Author: Caroline Peckham

I once thought one of my ruthless boys could be the killer I’m hunting. They’re all dark, deadly and more than capable of brutality.

 

But now I’m held by the King I’ve been stalking in the shadows and when I unmask him, he’ll realise he made a huge mistake in taking my brother from this world.

 

My Kings are coming for me, I know that in my soul. They’re on their way to rip me from my enemy’s arms and tear him apart for me.

 

My heart beats to the sound of their names.

 

But I won’t wait around to be rescued. Everything has led me to this moment and I’m ready to destroy the Fae who stole my brother from me.

 

Secrets will be uncovered. Destiny will be decided. Death will deliver us all in the end.

 

No one will escape the conclusion of this story without blood on their hands. I guess it’s a good thing I’m a Vampire then, because I just so happen to have a taste

for blood.



Runaway Fate: A Paranormal Women's Fiction Novel (Moonstone Cove Book 1)

Author: Elizabeth Hunter

It’s paranormal women’s fiction for lovers of magic, mayhem, and a solid afternoon nap (when they can squeeze one in.)

Katherine wasn’t looking for anything extraordinary in her life. She had a job she loved, a husband she adored, and a home in the beautiful seaside town of

Moonstone Cove.

Okay yes, she worked too much and had fallen out of touch with all her friends, but that happened to everyone, right? And sure, she was feeling a little creaky in

the mornings and couldn’t drink coffee after noon, but that was just life in middle age.

Four minutes was all it took for fate to run away with anything that resembled normal.

Now Katherine is trying to place mysterious psychic visions into her previously ordered life. She’s playing referee between a displaced Southern mama and a

sarcastic mechanic with a chip on her shoulder. And her quiet life has been upended by a mysterious rash of violent acts by students at her school.

Thankfully, her new friends have powers of their own, and together they just might discover who or what has it in for the quiet citizens of Moonstone Cove.

Runaway Fate is the first book in the hot new Paranormal Women’s Fiction series, Moonstone Cove by USA Today bestselling author, Elizabeth Hunter. It’s

fiction for lovers of magic, mayhem, and a solid afternoon nap (when they can squeeze one in.)

Sin & Magic (Demigods of San Francisco Book 2)

Author: K.F. Breene

I've agreed to work for a Demigod. My job? Find the spirit of his mother and release her before his vengeful father finds out and kills us all.

Have I lost my mind?

Thankfully, I don't have to do it alone. Kieran has brought in help: a Necromancer who loves to flirt with danger. Bria can help me find the clues to free Kieran's

mom.

She can also help me learn my potent and extremely terrifying magic.

But as we work deeper into magical San Francisco, we uncover a minefield waiting to explode. I'm learning that there are far worse things than death.

The Dragon Kings: The Complete Series (The Dragon Kings Boxsets Book 1)

Author: Kimberly Loth

The first time I met the dragon shifter king, I kicked him in the knee.

Maybe I have a death wish.

But he had just destroyed my camera, so he had it coming.

Plus, at the time, I didn’t know he was a shifter, or a king. And he kept that a secret for way longer than he should’ve.

But now he needs me to help him discover who is killing people so that his people aren’t destroyed in the process.

To do that, I have to trust him.

And I would.

Except he looks just like a man who ruined me, and every time I look at him, I relive the horror of my past.

But the dragons mean more to me than a little pesky fear…

Download this incredible boxset of The Dragon Kings.

With over 8 million pages read in Kindle unlimited, readers are raving about the dragon kings....

I was on the edge of my seat the entire time I couldn't turn the pages quick enough! ★ ★ ★ ★ ★



Awesome story from beginning to end!★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Best dragon paranormal romance I have read!★ ★ ★ ★ ★

This is a five book collection. Included in this set are the following books: Obsidian Aspen Valentine Skye The Kings

Wolf Shunned: A slow-burn fantasy romance (The Warrior Queen Legacy Book 1)

Author: Laurel Night

It’s amazing to be a dominant wolf… if you’re male.

When you’re a nineteen year-old girl who can beat the crap out of every wolf in your pack, suddenly it’s not so great.

Love isn’t everything, I know; but even the most powerful she-wolf submits to her mate. If you can’t be dominated, you can’t be mated.

And an unmated wolf has no place in the pack.

My one hope is the clan gathering in the Blackwood Fortress. Every wolf in the continent attends, and a few seriously sexy wolves catch my eye. I’m bound to find

at least one who can match me, right?

Then there’s my other problem: My alpha is a grade-A jerk. After treating me like a genetic freak my whole life, he suddenly decides to stake a claim. But I can’t

refuse the challenge, and my wolf won’t back down. Either I submit to the alpha and become mated to his skeezy pelt, or I win the challenge and my freedom…

by taking his place as alpha.

Only no one has ever heard of a female alpha, and if I become one, I’ll never find a mate.

Wolf Shunned is the first book in The Alpha Queen Legacy, featuring a badass heroine, a dark fantasy world, and loads of sexy wolf shifters. Be warned: This

is a slow burn, reverse harem romance. Once you pick this story up, you won’t be able to stop devouring it until the very last page.

The Alpha Queen Legacy will be four delicious novels.

Anticipated release dates:

Wolf Shunned: Release!

Pack Claimed: Released!

Queen Crowned: Released!

Legacy Fulfilled: August 2021

A Shifter's Sin (Wolves of Hawthorne Cove Book 1)

Author: Debbie Cassidy

A Lycan that can’t shift is no use to anyone.

I’ve made it my mission to be useful to my pack. As pack enforcer, I’m fast and strong, but when the time comes to bond with my mate, it isn’t enough.

Rejection means lone wolf status and isolation from the pack. But when a package arrives with an unexpected inheritance, the pack that wants to shun me,

suddenly has a new use for me.

Turns out, I’m the proud owner of a house in mysterious territory, rumoured to be home to a pack of beautifully twisted shifters. Hawthorne Cove is Impregnable

to Lycans, but not to a half human like me.

Now I have a second chance to be accepted by my pack.

All I have to do is infiltrate the Hawthorne pack, find the source of their power and steal it.

Easier said than done.

Because once I pass the mystical boundaries surrounding the town, I’ll be absolutely, and totally at the mercy of the wolves of Hawthorne Cove.

Uncovered Truths (The Lost One’s Book 2) (The Lost One's)

Author: Nikita Parmenter



Sage and her men are finally on the way to the academy to unbind her powers but before she’s even got there things are going wrong at least it means she

makes one hell of an entrance when they finally do arrive. She was expecting a bit of hostility and competition, what she wasn’t expecting was the Order they

pose a much more serious and deadly threat, one that Sage is right at the heart of.

Whilst navigating the muddied waters of the academy, unsure who they can really trust, Sage and her men still manage to find time for each other, even though

things seem to get a bit fiery around them now, literally! Nothing goes to plan but it does make for one hell of a ride. The supernatural world aren’t ready for Sage

and her men. Here’s hoping that they’re ready for the Supernatural world.

There’s no turning back now!

This is a slow/ medium burn paranormal Reverse Harem.

Warnings: please be advised that this book contains dark themes, including abuse, memories of abuse from when she was a child, violence and cursing.

Additionally, sexual themes suitable for mature audiences 18+.

All sex is consensual.

Warrior Fae Trapped (Demon Days, Vampire Nights World Book 7)

Author: K.F. Breene

The truce between the vampires and the shifters is long over. So when the two factions stumble upon a lost fae warrior who has no idea what she is,

all hell breaks loose.

Charity hasn't had it easy. Growing up in a bad part of Chicago, left by her mother at sixteen, she's a survivor. So when she gets a scholarship to a good college

out in California, she thinks all her dreams have come true.

Instead she falls head first into a nightmare.

At a posh party she doesn't belong, she gets the shock of her life: vampires and shifters are real! Magic is real. And she is anything but a mundane poor kid just

trying to make it.

Warrior runs in her blood. If only she knew how to use it.

Suddenly she is trapped between two magical super powers - a cunning elder vampire who wishes to use her for her blood ties and maybe tie her to the bed, and

a sexy alpha shifter who will protect her at all costs.

Her life of surviving could've never prepared her for this. And if she doesn't learn to harness the fae magic running through her blood, she'll be imprisoned forever.

Action, humor, and romance- we’re going back to the DDVN World!

-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

If you like Patricia Briggs, Faith Hunter, Laurell K. Hamilton, Shannon Mayer, Kim Harrison, Ilona Andrews, Dannika Dark, Shayne Silvers and Jennifer Estep,

then hold onto your pants, you're going for a ride!

Grab it digital, print, and audiobook formats.

Vicious Fae (Ruthless Boys of the Zodiac Book 3)

Author: Caroline Peckham

The King will fall.

While I continue my hunt for the Fae who killed my brother, I have to try to keep my heart away from the vicious boys who could be responsible for his death.

But as my investigation leads me down a dangerous road and answers seem closer than ever before, I'm whisked away to the elite school, Zodiac Academy, with

the four Kings and my heart becomes more vulnerable than ever.

Wild Seed (The Patternist Series Book 1)

Author: Octavia E. Butler



As the acclaimed Patternist science fiction series begins, two immortals meet in the long-ago past—and mankind’s destiny is changed forever.

For a thousand years, Doro has cultivated a small African village, carefully breeding its people in search of seemingly unattainable perfection. He survives

through the centuries by stealing the bodies of others, a technique he has so thoroughly mastered that nothing on Earth can kill him. But when a gang of New

World slavers destroys his village, ruining his grand experiment, Doro is forced to go west and begin anew. He meets Anyanwu, a centuries-old woman whose

means of immortality are as kind as his are cruel. She is a shapeshifter, capable of healing with a kiss, and she recognizes Doro as a tyrant. Though many

humans have tried to kill them, these two demi-gods have never before met a rival. Now they begin a struggle that will last centuries and permanently alter the

nature of humanity.

Hugo and Nebula award–winning author Octavia E. Butler’s sweeping cross-century epic places her “among the best of contemporary SF writers” (Houston

Chronicle). This ebook features an illustrated biography of Octavia E. Butler including rare images from the author’s estate.

Fireborne (Raven Cursed Book 1)

Author: McKenzie Hunter

I wouldn’t say my life is a dumpster fire—but it’s far from typical. I’m frenemies with the local werewolves’ Alpha, my clients are shady as hell, and my magic falls

firmly in the WTF category. Mephisto, my mysterious and powerful client, is more interested in my magic than the jobs he’s hired me for. And I’m pretty sure my

court-ordered therapist thinks I’m an ass.

Maybe it’s not a dumpster fire, but it is a hot mess.

That said, I’m good at my job. Anytime a curse goes wrong, a magical object is lost, or a rogue supernatural needs apprehending, I’m the person you call.

My new assignment is supposed to be simple: Just find a coveted magical object. Instead my client is abducted, I’m pulled into the underbelly of the magical

world, and a spell is cast on me that reveals a mark of the raven.

Now I’m being hunted by the people I used to hunt. I’ve piqued the interest of the magical elite. And I don’t know who wants me as an ally and who wants me

dead.

I have to fix this.

Because if I don’t, I won’t survive.

Are you looking for a unique story with an anti-hero to hero character arc? What about a witty, spit-fire heroine who is sure to provide some

laugh-out-loud moments? Do mysteries with unexpected twists, sexy banter, and a slow-burn romance pique your interest? Then click "buy" and start

the adventure

~~~~~~~~~

"This book was phenomenal! If you're a fan of Jeaniene Frost's Night Huntress series or Chloe Neill's Chicagoland Vampires series, you will LOVE

this one! It's action-packed with a kick-butt heroine, supernatural powers, and solving a mystery for the greater good." ~~~Rainey Day Blog

"This book has great characters, a good story that promises much more to come, great pace, action, humor, and definitely some sexual tension. "

~~~Goodreads Review

"Every single character is shrouded in mystery and it made for quite the thrilling ride. This is an incredible start to a new UF series and a breath of

fresh air in a genre that seems saturated with the same recycled formulas." ~~~Goodreads Review

Midlife at Midnight: Paranormal Women's Fantasy (Not Too Late Book 4)

Author: Victoria Danann

#1 Fairy Tales 

#1 Fantasy Fiction 

#1 Humorous Fantasy 

#1 Women's Action and Adventure 

 

Amazon customers are saying it's... 

 

"Magnificent." 

"An absolute jewel." 

"Edge of the seat exciting!" 

"Entertaining and unique."



"Enthralling, exciting, romantic." 

"...full of unexpected twists and turns." 

"Unbelievably wow! It's rare that I read a book that makes me happy through every page." 

 

THIS IS PART OF AN ONGOING STORY. BEST WHEN READ AS A FOURTH INSTALLMENT IN AN EPIC Paranormal Women's Fantasy. 

 

EVIE IS MISSING! 

Rita is hysterical. Diarmuid is beside himself. 

The thrilling tale of the Wild Hunt as a first responder rescue unit and a monster-in-law like no other. 

 

FOR ALL THE EVERYDAY HEROINES OVER FORTY WHO KNOW IT'S NOT TOO LATE FOR MAGIC! 
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